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Long-term international migration UK, 2007 to 2016 (year ending Dec 2016)
UK immigration and emigration trends changing post-Brexit, but remain close to record levels, 
providing a significant opportunity for ‘internationally minded’ brokers and lenders
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• ONS Year to Dec 16 includes 6 months post the EU referendum decision

• The first statistically significant trends since 2012

• Immigration to UK 588k, down 43k on 2015 (631);264k Non-EU, 250k EU and 74k Brits (returning home)

• Emigration from the UK 339k, up 40k, from 2015 (299K); 134k  British, 117k EU citizens and 88k Non-EU 
citizens (returning home)
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An International Mortgage Journey Needs to Resolve Critical “Pain Points”
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▪ Customer submits documents (e.g. bank 

statements, payslips) in a different language – no 

globally consistent way of handling and customer 

experience is generally poor 

▪ In some countries frontline staff translate 

documents – conflict of interest and no quality 

certification 

▪ In some countries very junior translate documents –

lack of confidence in translation

▪ In some countries bi-lingual Verifiers or 

Underwriters translate and verify – expensive 

resource

▪ In some countries translation is outsourced –

expensive and the nature of the third party 

arrangement adds time into the process

▪ When customers are new to market, their lack of 

credit history in that market means that automated 

DIP doesn’t work

▪ No standardised/ globally consistent process for 

obtaining credit history from overseas/ international 

credit reports

▪ Staff don’t always know what to do

▪ If mortgage applications are approved without sight 

of the customer’s overseas credit history, the credit 

risk of the customer is unknown

▪ Due to location, customer may need to 

phone the destination country very 

late/early due to time zone differences 

and operating hours in destination 

country

▪ If customer needs to sign documents 

but is located in a different country, 

sending via post can take considerable 

time

▪ Customer doesn’t always speak or 

understand the ‘home’ language

▪ In some countries and locations there 

are bi-lingual staff, but only for certain 

key languages – some languages are 

not catered for

▪ Offer documents/T&C’s are in a 

language the customer does not fully 

understand

▪ Staff  unclear on what we can and can’t do.

▪ Inefficient process/ poor customer experience -

customers are not filtered out quickly enough, with 

customers often waiting days or even weeks before 

a yes or no. High degree of drop-out early in the 

sales funnel for this reason.

▪ HMCIB tools are not taking the customer’s 

individual circumstances into account, meaning the 

customer’s actual borrowing capacity & available 

products can be different to those initially provided, 

causing disappointment and conflict.

▪ Staff don’t know what to say when the answer is no

▪ Customer’s income is in a different 

currency to the mortgage – customer 

exposure to FX risk

▪ No consistent approach to affordability 

when using overseas income

▪ Only the most persistent and proactive 

RM’s or Brokers (who create their own 

network of helpful people) succeed in 

referring cases to other countries, 

generally cross country communication 

is poor between referring & receiving 

country

▪ Lack of proactive communication 

throughout the customer journey -

RM’s, btokers and customers chasing 

for updates

▪ Lack of clarity over where referrals 

should be directed – time wasted 

routing cases to the right place
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What Channels Should International Mortgages be Offered Through?
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Applications for international mortgages should be accepted from all channels:

Digital/Online – additional eligibility questions to be added to enhance Engage & 

Discover tools and filter/triage customers more effectively. Applicants without the required 

address/credit history will be unable to produce a Decision in Principle but will still be able 

to submit a full application.

Call centre / Video – channel enhanced to have the capability to cater for different 

languages, time zones and potentially ring-fenced teams who are up-skilled/trained to deal 

with international borrowers and provide relevant property market info

Branch Network – channel enhanced to have the capability to cater for different 

languages, time zones and potentially ring-fenced teams who are up-skilled/trained to 

deal with international borrowers and provide relevant property market info

3rd party lead referrals – e.g. mortgage brokers, real estate agents, 

developers
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Five Key Design Principles Applicable to International Mortgages
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To enhance 

markets 

domestic design 

to remove 

International 

Mortgage Pain 

Points

There are five key process design principles revolving around the international 

mortgages core objective of removing the customer, broker or bank “Pain Points”
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Introducing Beyond the Bricks 
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VIDEO
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Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) Across the EU Pushes Banks to 
Open Data to Third-Party Access Though APIs
Collaboration will become an expected way of doing business, with 91% of banks and 
75.3% of FinTechs saying they expect to partner with each other
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